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Abstract. As the deployment of wireless multimedia sensor networks
(WMSNs) increases sharply, the control granularity of traditional quality of
service (QoS) technologies present weak assistance to satisfy the various
application requirements. In this paper, we propose a novel architecture of
software-defined network (SDN) based content-centric QoS-guaranteed (SCQG)
for WMSNs. The SDN is an innovative network paradigm, which has capability
to uniformly monitor and control the WMSNs’ infrastructures automatically. In
proposed architecture, we formulate proper priority for each content based on its
popularity in WMSNs. And also, we extend the SDN controller to match the
content and make flow tables each content requests. Besides, we design an
k-nearest neighbor (KNN) based machine-learning algorithm to identify the
popularity of different contents.
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1 Introduction

Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) aims to provide more comfortable
urban life, enriching data acquisition methods with videos, pictures and voices [1]. As
the increasing deployment of WMSNs, the control granularity of traditional quality of
service (QoS) technologies present weak assistance to support various future smart
applications in smart city [2].

Recently, concept of software defined networks (SDN) has been considered as an
innovative architecture with tremendous potential for utilization by the underlying
infrastructures [3]. Firstly, SDN decouples control plane from data plane, breaking the
vertical OSI model. States of all underlying infrastructures in the whole network are
monitored and controlled centralizedlly. Secondly, to provide efficient information
exchange between control plane and data plane, OpenFlow protocol, which has become
the most popular southbound application programmable interface (S-API), defines a
pipeline processing model [4, 5]. Rules of packets forwarding are handed out together
with flow tables from SDN controller. When a packet arrives, switch will look up flow
tables one by one. Once the corresponding flow table is matched, the packet will be
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forwarded according to rules in the flow table. If there is no appropriate flow table,
packet will be sent into SDN controller for analysis (such as routing path, firewall, and
load balancing). In summary, centralized control and global forwarding optimization
accelerate packet forwarding speed significantly [6–9]. However, the rules for packet
forwarding are designed only relying on the information from layer1 (L1) to layer4
(L4) of OSI model so that control granularity of OpenFlow protocol is inadequate for
provisioning quality of services (QoS) satisfactorily. Particularly, priority can not be
configured for each traffic dynamically. Therefore, some important sessions especially
for multimedia data delivery may be interrupted when congested. Thus, SDN needs a
new traffic engineering technique that can see deeper into the packet and identifies
behaviors of every traffic, then classifies traffic according to these diverse identified
behaviors in a fine-grained way. Content-awareness is perceived as a very imperative
technology to provision optimal QoS for communication networks [10–13]. However,
different from matching the static information from L1 to L4 of OSI model of TCP/IP
simply, huge overhead of traffic behavior identification may lead to sharp degradation
of network performance in traditional network.

In this paper, we propose SDN based content-centric QoS-guaranteed (SCQG)
architecture which incorporates content-aware capability into SDN. The behavior
identification is based on deep packet inspection (DPI), which is a typical traffic engi-
neering technique and this function is shifted into the control plane of SDN in a previous
work [14]. The SCQG specify the priority for each content appropriately according to its
popularity, mapping from behaviors and the real-time network states adaptively. Priority
control relies on dynamical modification of flow table. We present the designation
principles and discuss how the SCQG will facilitate the provision of QoS. Many sig-
nificant advantages in network performance such as delay, delay variation (including
jitter and drift), packet loss and throughput can be improved promissingly.

The main contributions of our work contain three aspects. Firstly, we formulate
proper priority for each content based on its popularity in WMSNs rather than the
information in packet header. Secondly, we extend the SDN controller to match the
content and make flow tables each content requests. Finally, we design an k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) based machine-learning algorithm to identify the popularity of dif-
ferent contents.

We push content-awareness to SDN controller that has the whole view of network.
The controller identifies popularity of each content and the underlying infrastructures
rewrites flow table to determine which action to use for a packet and which packets to
drop when congested. The scheme allows us to configure priority for each packet
dynamically according to the comprehensive analysis about users’ demands.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the prelimi-
naries. Section 3 describes the basic model and every component of SCQG architec-
ture. Section 4 describes the designation principles and its work process. Ultimately,
Sect. 5 concludes this paper.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, we consider the possible existing technologies that may be utilized to
implement the proposed SDN based content-centric QoS-guaranteed (SCQG) archi-
tecture as follows.

2.1 OpenFlow Protocol

The emerge of OpenFlow protocol greatly accelerates the development of SDN. Now it
has become a standardized communication protocol for interconnection between
control plane and data plane of SDN. Flow table has been central to OpenFlow protocol
and it consists of matches, actions and counters mainly. Intelligent functions separated
from the underlying infrastructures are integrated into flow tables. When a packet
arrives, switch will match its IP header (L1–L4) by looking up the local flow tables one
by one fastly. If there is no appropriate flow table, this packet will be sent into SDN
controller for further analysis. Otherwise, it will be forwarded according to actions
defined in the flow table. In this process, packets can be classified rapidly according to
information from L1 to L4 and routing path is selected through computing some
statistical characteristics about states of communication links. OpenFlow makes it
flexible to reconfigure network elements dynamically and improves network perfor-
mance significantly [18].

2.2 Quality of Services and Priority Control

QoS refers to ability of a network that can use a variety of basic technology, to provide
better services for the specified network communication. QoS is a kind of network
security mechanism, and it is often used for solving the problem of network delay when
congested [14]. It is very important for network stability ensuring to implement better
QoS policy in time-critical network such as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [15],
Smart Grid [16] and multimedia networks [17]. Usually, different applications have
different requirements for QoS in different networks. The more characteristics of traffic
flows are recognized, the more fine grained rules for QoS services can be provided.
Priority control is the most popular approach to provide QoS services. In IP based
network, DSCP is originally designated to distinguish the priority of each packet but
not adopted practically.

2.3 Content Popularity Awareness

In traditional network, content-awareness is commonly treated as behavior identification
of users. Therefore, deep packet inspection (DPI) originally is designed to enhance the
security of the network. It combines the functionality of intrusion detection system
(IDS) and intrusion prevention system (IPS) with a stately traditional firewall. The basic
concept of DPI contains content analysis of the captured packets as well as accurate and
timely discrimination of the traffic generated by different Internet protocols. Nowadays,
DPI has been the most widely used method for application-awareness [19, 20].
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Implementing application-awareness allows network to provide fine-grained traffic
control by inspecting packets and identifying their application behaviors.

In this paper, we treat content-awareness as investigating the content’s popularity.
Implementing this content-awareness capability in SDN has two additional benefits.
Firstly, popularity based content-awareness enables privacy security by hiding the
identity of each user. Secondly, popularity based content-awareness is flexible for
network elements to reduce the overhead QoS management.

3 SDN Based Content-Centric QoS-Guaranteed

It is generally assumed that there are two elements that have affect on the QoS per-
formances of a communication system: (1) users’ demands, and (2) network resources
allocation. SDN treats all contents from the same local network as a group. In the past,
networking technology care more about the connection between hosts. Popularity of
contents are not considered when users call for content processing services. QoS
services provided by SDN is often implemented through network monitoring and
control. Multi-path is an effective approach to provide QoS guarantees. However, for
resource constrained and time-critical scenarios such as wireless multimedia sensor
networks (WMSNs), scale of delivered data in real-time is so large that every node and
link may be being occupied. To ensure non-interrupted of important sessions, the
importance of priority control is highlighted again. Therefore, we propose SDN based
content-centric QoS-guaranteed architecture, in which the SDN controller can identify
popularity of each content and classify them according to their popularity, and then
maps the popularity into priority to control the QoS performances.

3.1 Constrains and Assumptions

This section shows the motivation of this paper and the significance of our work.
Constrains of the scene are described as follows.

• Multimedia data delivery. Data exchanged in the specified communication system is
mixed with diverse types of information including texts, voices, pictures, flashes
and videos. We assume that the priority is positively proportional to content
popularity.

• Time-critical & fault-tolerance. To ensure stability and availability of the network, it
is imperative to transmit content with high priority from one to anther precisely in
real time.

• Costs optimization. Either energy, bandwidth or cache of each network node in
WMSNs are limited respectively, Moreover, continual join and quit my lead to
unavailability of multi-path because energy of each node can’t be aware of in real
time.

Besides, we also assume that the SDN control is a trusted control center, and this
center is maintained by trusted operators. Actually, this scene can be found out in the
real word easily.
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3.2 Components Description

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed architecture consists of four core modules
including content requests monitoring module, popularity identification module,
priority mapping module and QoS-guaranteed policy module.

Different from tradition network in which QoS requirements are mapped into dif-
ferentiated service control protocol (DSCP) markings at the side of hosts, in our scheme
QoS requirement of each content is identified by monitoring the popularity of diverse
content. The priority-marking of each content coming from any user is set as zero
initially. Content requests monitoring module consists of content requests collection,
content inspection and information analysis. Content requests collection unit is
designed to collect the content names which are the first time to enter into this network
and must be sent to SDN controller for identification. This unit is deployed on the
network elements in data plane. Content inspection unit is designed to identify
application layer’s information from the sent content. The application layer’s infor-
mation related to L7 visibility is provided as network services for orchestration of QoS
guarantees. Information analysis unit is designed to provide an interface for synchro-
nization between L7 information and states of whole network.

When the next same content arrives, priority-marking unit on the switch will match
its priority-marking with flow tables one by one. If there is no corresponding flow table
for this packet, it will be sent into traffic collection unit and then be sent into content
inspection unit for identification. Applications of QoS guarantees unit in SDN converts
these L7 information into a series of priority values, then priority control unit dis-
tributes them into data plane together with the corresponding flow table about for-
warding. Rules in the flow table will contain policy about how to deal with the
priority-markings. Therefore, the scheme allows us to configure priority for each
content dynamically according to the comprehensive analysis about network states and
users’ QoS demands.

Fig. 1. The system model of SDN based content-centric QoS-guaranteed architecture.
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4 Design Principles

In SCQG scheme, the content popularity awareness is formulated to KNN algorithm. It
allows priority for each content to be configured appropriately according to their
popularity and the real-time network states automatically. Priority control also relies on
dynamical modification of DSCP label. In this section, we will present the design
principles and discuss how SCQG architecture to facilitate the provision of QoS in
WMSNs. The main contribution of our work that hosts are the wrong place to map
priority onto per-content will be introduced in detail. We push priority-mapping to
SDN controller to identify popularity of each content. DSCP field is rewritten for
determine which content to drop when congested and marking the identified contents.
SCQG scheme enables inter-network priority-making. The proposed scheme makes it
possible to dynamically configure priority for each content in a fine-grained way.

4.1 Priority-Mapping from Popularity

Forwarding policy for every content with a fixed priority is unelastic, priority marking
defined by hosts can’t be change in real-time with network states. As introduced in
advance, the main contribution of our work is that hosts are the wrong place to map
priority onto per-content. We push priority-mapping to a trusted SDN controller which
has view of the whole network. Priority-marking of each packet coming from any host
is set to zero initially.

The priority-mapping from popularity is based on KNN algorithm. The steps of
KNN algorithm is showed as follows.

(1) Initialization of training set: We compute out the 42 different stochastic values in
training set and compare them with many cautiousness in training set. We denote
the eigen matrix in training set by X ¼ X1;X2; . . .;Xnf g, in which Xi presents
stochastic values with significant difference. Therein, n represents the total
number of training set, and the stochastic values with significant difference in
training set is denoted as Xi ¼ xi1; x

i
2; . . .; x

i
l

� �
, 1� l� 14; l; n 2 N þ . The i� th

training content is labeled with priority ki, ki 2 'a','b'f g.
(2) Initialization of testing set: We compute out the 42 different stochastic values in

training set and compare them with many cautiousness in testing set. By com-
paring, we select 14 different eigen values, which are denoted by a matrix
Y ¼ Y1; Y2; . . .; Ymf g. Therein, m represents the total number of testing set; We
denote the eigen matrix in testing set by Yj ¼ y j1; y

j
2; . . .; y

j
l

� �
, 1� l� 14;

l;m 2 N þ .
(3) KNN based priority-awareness:

To complete the priority prediction of each content in testing set, we calculate the
euclidean distance between vectors in training set and testing set

Dij ¼ dðXi; YjÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

i
ðxil � y jl Þ2

s

. When we want to predict the priority of j� th

content,the contents in j� th column of Dij are ranked from high to low. We
select K lowest values and their corresponding i, and re-label them as
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i1; i2; . . .; iKf g. In the algorithm, the priority counter is initialized as Ca ¼ 0 and
Cb ¼ 0 firstly; Then, we retrieve the ki1 ; ki2 ; . . .; kiKf g, if kik ¼ 'a', then
Ca ¼ Ca þ 1; if kik ¼ 'b', then Cb ¼ Cb þ 1. Consequently, if Cb [Ca, then the
priority label is set as 'b', otherwise, the priority label is set as 'a'. Recycling the
above process can finish the priority prediction. Actually, by the classification of
KNN algorithm, the most popular content will be configured as the highest
priority.

4.2 Packet Matching

The priority configuration is implemented by setting the DSCP value. When content
arrives in switch supporting OpenFlow protocol, DSCP field will be matched firstly, if
it is equal to zero, this content will be mirrored into SDN controller through “Packet In”
message, and then it will be inspected by content popularity aware module. If malicious
behaviors are found, this content will be dropped. Therefore, there no doubt that our
scheme also can prevent malicious programs stepping into the networks additionally.
Otherwise, a new flow table with DSCP value representing for priority will be dis-
tributed into OpenFlow switches.

As defined in advance, if it is the first time for this content to step into network,
DSCP field will be set to zero and there is no corresponding flow table for it. Hence, it
will be sent to SDN controller through a secure channel for analysis. Steps of content
matching related to IP priority on the OpenFlow switch are introduced as follows

(1) Check whether DSCP field are NULL (every bit is zero).
If not, continue to match. Otherwise, go to step (5).

(2) Matching flow table one by one. If not found, go to step (5) Otherwise, continue.
(3) Forward content to the next switch.
(4) Execute instructions in action sets and update the counter.
(5) Send content to controller.

4.3 DSCP Field Marking

As introduced in advanced, the main contribution of our work is that hosts are the
wrong place to map application behaviors onto per-content. In our scheme, application
behaviors are identified by application-aware technology, and service priority are
marked by set DSCP field. Moreover, DSCP field is filled out according to network
states in real time dynamically by network operators rather than settled by hosts (users).
Values of DSCP field are distributed together with the corresponding flow table
through “Packet Out” message. Before this content is forwarded to the next switch, its
DSCP field will be rewritten by the distributed values.

4.4 Optimization of Content-Awareness

Overhead of content-aware technology is very large and both efficiency and accuracy
of it still need to be improved, in this paper we adopt three methods to optimize it as
introduced in followings.
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(1) DSCP field in the packet header is used to mark QoS priority of diverse appli-
cations uniquely. When a marked content arrives again, the corresponding flow
table which has been formulated when the data content arrives for the first time is
executed. In another word, content is inspected only when it arrives for the first
time.

(2) A high-speed traffic collection unit is deployed in data plane to line the contents
up, and this unit also set up an agent to pre-process and classify these contents.
Both when and where the content arrives will be recorded and these records will
be stored in a management information (MIB). They are also provided for diverse
applications by the general interface.

(3) Content popularity-awareness is provided as services. Different application-aware
instances can be allocated on demands. Scalability and efficiency of it can be
improved significantly.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel architecture with content-aware traffic control was proposed for
WMSNs, popularity based priority configuration was integrated into the SDN con-
troller. The global network view, status, flow patterns/characteristics and behaviors of
the traffic flows were exploited to meet the diverse requirements of network applica-
tions for better stability, scalability and flexible scheduling. The proposed architecture
contained content popularity aware module and the traffic control module. Besides, we
adopted some mathematical models to quantitatively evaluate the performances of the
proposed architecture. We designed an k-nearest neighbor (KNN) based
machine-learning algorithm to identify the popularity of different contents.
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